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Aquarely permanent cream tint 100ml tube
Easy to use, excellent coverage, superb vibrancy and great
condition and shine. 118 fantastic shades, including Chocolates, 
Fire Reds and Intense shades.

Iconic Blonde 500gm 
and Blonde Sealer 
500ml FREE with 36 
Tubes of Aquarely 
(worth £16.95 & £14.50)

STARTER PACKS
Pack One - 12 Tubes (code AQUA12)

Pack includes 12 tubes of Aquarely, 1 litre cream 
developer and an Aquarely Shade Chart.

Saving £75.15 off salon RSP

Pack Two - 24 Tubes (code AQUA24)

Pack includes 24 tubes of Aquarely, 
3 litres cream developer in 20, 30 & 40 VOL,
It&ly tint bowl, brush & poster and an Aquarely 
Shade Chart.

Saving £114.05 off salon RSP

Pack Three - 36 Tubes (code AQUA36)

Pack includes 36 tubes of Aquarely, 
4 litres cream developer in 10, 20, 30 & 40 VOL,
It&ly tint bowl, brush & poster and an Aquarely 
Shade Chart.  Also includes FREE Iconic Blonde 
500gm bleach and Blonde Sealer 500ml

Saving £175.65 off salon RSP

TUBE-FOR-TUBE 

SWAP AVAILABLE  

ASK FOR DETAILS

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
We are so proud and confident of our colour, that if after trying Aquarely , you don’t agree with us that it is 

one of the best tints on the market, you can return the unused colour for a refund at £4.50 per tube.
Refund limited to the value of the orignal kit and subject to returning the full kit content less used tubes / peroxide)

KIT OFFER
£50.00

Plus VAT

KIT OFFER
£100.00

Plus VAT

KIT OFFER
£150.00

Plus VAT

KIT OFFER
£300.00

Plus VAT

Pack Four - 72 Tubes (code AQUA72)

Pack includes 72 tubes of Aquarely, all the 
extras as per Pack Three, PLUS It&ly embroided 
tint / bleach resistants towels (12), Capes (4) and 
Aprons (2).  This extra workwear worth £132.80. 

Saving £372.65 off salon RSP



Colorly permanent cream tint 60ml tube
Easy to use, excellent coverage, superb vibrancy, great 
condition and shine. 100+ fantastic shades, including 
Chocolates, Pearls, Fire Reds and Intense shades..

Iconic Blonde 500gm 
and Blonde Sealer 
500ml FREE with 36 
Tubes of Aquarely 
(worth £16.95 & £14.50)

STARTER PACKS
Pack One - 12 Tubes (code COL12)

Pack includes 12 tubes of Colorly, 1 litre cream 
developer and a Colorly Shade Chart.

Saving £72.75 off salon RSP

Pack Two - 24 Tubes (code COL24)

Pack includes 24 tubes of Colorly, 
3 litres cream developer in 20, 30 & 40 VOL,
It&ly tint bowl, brush & poster and a Colorly 
Shade Chart.

Saving £109.25 off salon RSP

Pack Three - 36 Tubes (code COL36)

Pack includes 36 tubes of Colorly, 
4 litres cream developer in 10, 20, 30 & 40 VOL,
It&ly tint bowl, brush & poster and a Colorly 
Shade Chart.  Also includes FREE Iconic Blonde 
500gm bleach and Blonde Sealer 500ml

Saving £168.45 off salon RSP

KIT OFFER
£50.00

Plus VAT

KIT OFFER
£100.00

Plus VAT

KIT OFFER
£150.00

Plus VAT

Pack Four - 72 Tubes (code COL72)

Pack includes 72 tubes of Colorly, all the extras 
as per Pack Three, PLUS It&ly embroided tint 
/ bleach resistants towels (12), Capes (4) and 
Aprons (2).  This extra workwear worth £132.80. 

Saving £358.25 off salon RSP

KIT OFFER
£300.00

Plus VAT



Delton Advanced quasi permanent 60ml cream colour 

47 vibrant Ammonia FREE shades with Phyto Protein 
and ACP complex.  Including New Delyton Clear.

STARTER PACKS
Pack One - 12 Tubes (code DELY12)

Pack includes 12 tubes of Delyton, 1 litre Activator and a 
Delyton Shade Chart.

Saving £48.15 off salon RSP

Pack Two - 24 Tubes (code DELY24)

Pack includes 24 tubes of Delyton, 
3 litres Activator, It&ly tint bowl, brush and
poster, and a Delyton Shade Chart.

Saving £75.05 off salon RSP

THECOLOUR
EXPLOSION

Semi-permanent direct color. Based on micro pigments that deposit between the cuticle and the 
outer layers of the hair shaft. For creativity without limits Blossom provides the stylist with the op-
portunity for unlimited colour results.  7 colours + 1 clear.

Pack One - Small Kit - 7 shades (code 906373F)

Pack includes all 7 shades plus Clear 250ml and 
FREE swatch chart.  

Saving £28.10 off salon RSP

Pack Two - Large Kit - 14 shades (code 906373FL)

Pack includes 2 of each shade plus 2 Clear 250ml 
and FREE swatch chart.

Saving £46.20 off salon RSP

tangerine orange

yellow submarine

mermaid green

blue lagoon

violet purple rain fuchsia cotton candy

burning red 

ClearClear

KIT OFFER
£50.00

Plus VAT

KIT OFFER
£100.00

Plus VAT

KIT OFFER
£35.00

Plus VAT

KIT OFFER
£65.00

Plus VAT



REPAIR damaged hair
REFRESH colour, tone and brighten
COLOUR SUPPORT use as a toner, 
pre-pigment prior to colour and retail

RIFLESSI is a conditioning and revitalizing mask based on Pro-V 
B5 with triple action. It offers a range of nine colours in a fragrant 
conditioning balsam suitable for all hair types and needs.  RIFLESSI 
is an essential  tool that allows unlimited uses in salon.

RIFLESSI COLOUR RANGE: Black, Dark Brown, Brown, Chocolate, Mahogany, Passion 

Red, Copper, Honey Blond and Silver.  FREE Swatch with purchase of nine shades.

BEFORE - PREPARATION
Chelating Shampoo 1000ml Sulfate & paraben free shampoo
Equaliser 200ml Rebalancing spray to equalize porousity
Dermashield 150ml Cream barrier for skin with Hyalu Colorplex. 

DURING - PROTECTION
Scalp Protector 120ml Protective fluid for sensitive scalps
Colour Cleaner 200ml Eliminates traces of colour on skin

AFTER - ENHANCEMENT
Aftercolour Shampoo 250ml / 1000ml Sulfate & paraben free mild shampoo
Silver Shampoo 250ml / 1000ml Anti yellowing shampoo
Revivor Conditioner 250ml / 1000ml Nutritious post technical conditioner
Xtraordinhair  10in1 250ml Multifunctional biphasic, no-rinse solution

A complete line designed to provide perfect support to hairstyl-
ists in their technical services, guaranteeing success and quality 
results for their clients.  PROCOLORIST offers 3 simple phases:-

STARTER PACK
Contains all the essentials from the Procolorist range. Equaliser, 
Scalp Protector, Derma Shield, After colour shampoo, Revivor 
Conditioner, colour cleaner, XtraOrdinhair all in retail sizes.

Saving £20.65 off salon RSP.  

KIT OFFER
£50.00

Plus VAT

Pack One - 9 Tubes (code RIF9)

Pack includes 9 tubes (the complete 
range) of Riflessi, a shade chart and 
counter-top retail display.

Saving £48.25 off salon RSP

KIT OFFER
£40.00

Plus VAT



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MIXING 

ICONIC BLONDE POWDER DECOLOURISER Takes decolourising to the 
next level.  Lift up to nine levels safely and easily.  Hair is left in great condition. This blue 
microgranular decolouriser will not swell and is easy to mix and apply.  Iconic Blonde has 
a neutralising action that helps remove brassy tones.   500g

(Lifts 9 levels)
Mix 1:2 with 10, 
20, 30 or 40 VOL 
developer 

SILKY BLONDE
A creamy lightener that feels nourishing and great for a host of blonde services.  
Particularly good for on-scalp all over lightening.   500g

(Lifts up to 6 levels)
Mix 1:2 with 10, 
20, 30 or 40 VOL 
developer

DELY BLONDE 
Ammonia free powder decolouriser sits neatly next to Delyton, our ammonia free range of 
quasi-colours.  For effective and gentle decolourising.   500g

(Lifts up to 7 levels) 
mix 1:2 with 10, 
20, 30 or 40 VOL 
developer

CLAY BLONDE 
Ultra compact bleach is the ideal consistency to be used for freehand techniques with 
no foils required. Use Clay blonde for that perfect balayage and blended out blondes.    
400g

(Lifts up to 7 levels) 
mix 1:1.5 with 10, 
20, 30 or 40 VOL 
developer

SUN LIGHT OIL 
Create a subtle sunkissed effect with ammonia free Sun Light Oil.  Use to even out colour, 
sweeten the base or as an all-over hair service glossing effect to lift natural hair lightly.   
500g

(Lifts up 3 levels) 
mix 1:2 on 10, 20, 
30 or 40 VOL for 
5 - 50mins

OH MY BLONDE SEALER (PH BALANCER)
A creamy bond enforcer that also acts as an extra layer of repair and protection.  Blonde 
Sealer tops-up the &-Plex found in Oh My Blonde decolourisers and toners.  Blonde 
Sealer Ph balances the hair, enforces bonds and seals in colour.  Also smells devine! 
500ml

Use after lightening 
or final toning on 
towel dried hair. 
Rinse, shampoo and 
condition. 

OH MY BLONDE TONERS (FIVE SHADES)
Five intermixable toners.  Three neutralising blonde tones: Diamond, Sand and Caramel.  
Trend shades: Rose Gold and Denim.  Mix to create silvers, slates, rose tones and lilacs.  
Formulas on shade chart.  60ml

Mix 1:2 with 5 VOL 
Activator. Develop 
for 10 - 20 minutes. 
Achieve a stronger 
effect on dry hair. 

PH MODULATOR
Inhibits the lightening of natural melanin & naturalises the effect of oxidation dyes. Just a 
few drops, mixed into toner are all it takes to mitigate the alkalinity of the toning cream, 
preventing the lightening of natural hair.  100ml

Using syringe, mix 
2ml of pH Modulator 
for every 10 ml of 
Blonde Toner.

ACTIVATOR 5VOL / 1.5%
Stabilized developer (5 VOL / 1.5%) specifically formulated to guarantee maximum 
performance when used with Blonde Toner shades & mixed with pH Modulator. This 
better controls the lightening of the natural melanin.

Add Activator with 
a mixing ratio of 1 to 
2 (60 ml of Toner + 
120 ml of Activator). 
Develop 10 - 20min

OH MY BLONDE PRODUCT LISTOH MY BLONDE PRODUCT LIST



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MIXING 

ICONIC BLONDE POWDER DECOLOURISER Takes decolourising to the 
next level.  Lift up to nine levels safely and easily.  Hair is left in great condition. This blue 
microgranular decolouriser will not swell and is easy to mix and apply.  Iconic Blonde has 
a neutralising action that helps remove brassy tones.   500g

(Lifts 9 levels)
Mix 1:2 with 10, 
20, 30 or 40 VOL 
developer 

SILKY BLONDE
A creamy lightener that feels nourishing and great for a host of blonde services.  
Particularly good for on-scalp all over lightening.   500g

(Lifts up to 6 levels)
Mix 1:2 with 10, 
20, 30 or 40 VOL 
developer

DELY BLONDE 
Ammonia free powder decolouriser sits neatly next to Delyton, our ammonia free range of 
quasi-colours.  For effective and gentle decolourising.   500g

(Lifts up to 7 levels) 
mix 1:2 with 10, 
20, 30 or 40 VOL 
developer

CLAY BLONDE 
Ultra compact bleach is the ideal consistency to be used for freehand techniques with 
no foils required. Use Clay blonde for that perfect balayage and blended out blondes.    
400g

(Lifts up to 7 levels) 
mix 1:1.5 with 10, 
20, 30 or 40 VOL 
developer

SUN LIGHT OIL 
Create a subtle sunkissed effect with ammonia free Sun Light Oil.  Use to even out colour, 
sweeten the base or as an all-over hair service glossing effect to lift natural hair lightly.   
500g

(Lifts up 3 levels) 
mix 1:2 on 10, 20, 
30 or 40 VOL for 
5 - 50mins

OH MY BLONDE SEALER (PH BALANCER)
A creamy bond enforcer that also acts as an extra layer of repair and protection.  Blonde 
Sealer tops-up the &-Plex found in Oh My Blonde decolourisers and toners.  Blonde 
Sealer Ph balances the hair, enforces bonds and seals in colour.  Also smells devine! 
500ml

Use after lightening 
or final toning on 
towel dried hair. 
Rinse, shampoo and 
condition. 

OH MY BLONDE TONERS (FIVE SHADES)
Five intermixable toners.  Three neutralising blonde tones: Diamond, Sand and Caramel.  
Trend shades: Rose Gold and Denim.  Mix to create silvers, slates, rose tones and lilacs.  
Formulas on shade chart.  60ml

Mix 1:2 with 5 VOL 
Activator. Develop 
for 10 - 20 minutes. 
Achieve a stronger 
effect on dry hair. 

PH MODULATOR
Inhibits the lightening of natural melanin & naturalises the effect of oxidation dyes. Just a 
few drops, mixed into toner are all it takes to mitigate the alkalinity of the toning cream, 
preventing the lightening of natural hair.  100ml

Using syringe, mix 
2ml of pH Modulator 
for every 10 ml of 
Blonde Toner.

ACTIVATOR 5VOL / 1.5%
Stabilized developer (5 VOL / 1.5%) specifically formulated to guarantee maximum 
performance when used with Blonde Toner shades & mixed with pH Modulator. This 
better controls the lightening of the natural melanin.

Add Activator with 
a mixing ratio of 1 to 
2 (60 ml of Toner + 
120 ml of Activator). 
Develop 10 - 20min

STARTER PACKS

BLONDE SHAMPOO 
Spectacular pearl shampoo. 
Delicately hydrates and 
cleanses bleached & treated 
hair.  Formula enriched with 
Chromalight for longer-
lasting colour. Protects hair 
against oxidizing processes 
due to external factors.

05090 Shampoo 1 litre
05091 Shampoo 250ml

BLONDE CONDITIONER
Rich conditioner that 
hydrates & nourishes 
porous, bleached & 
treated hair. The formula is 
enriched with Chromalight; 
it detangles and improves 
combing, whilst offering 
amazing condition & shine.

05092 Conditioner 1 litre
05093 Conditioner 250ml

Leave-in hair color spray with anti-yellowing 
effect. Enriched with cool pigments to 
neutralizes undesirable yellow tones. Detangles 
and improves combing, leaving the hair soft 
and shiny. Enriched with CHROMALIGHT for 
longer-lasting color and protection against 
oxidizing factors. PLEXTM BOND REPAIR, helps 
to improve hair shine; making it stronger and 
healthier.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE: Spray onto towel-
dried hair. Comb to distribute evenly. Do not 
rinse.

05094 
Cool Blonde Spray 150ml

(Retail kit) 

‘RED CARPET’ BOX
(code OMBKITR) Kit contains:
2 x Blonde Shampoo 1000ml

2 x Blonde Conditioner 1000ml
2 x Blonde Shampoo 250ml 

2 x Blonde Conditioner 200ml
2 x Cool Blonde spray 150ml

2 x Cosmetic bags.  Bag takes one 250ml shampoo 
& one 200ml conditioner

Saving £47.80
off salon RSP.  

KIT OFFER
£80.00

Plus VAT

KIT OFFER
£99.00

Plus VAT

KIT OFFER
£125.00

Plus VAT

KIT OFFER
£79.00

Plus VAT

KIT OFFER
£49.00

Plus VAT

(small kit) 

GOLDEN BOX
(code OMBKITS) Kit contains:

Iconic Blonde 500g
5 x 60ml Blonde toners (1 of each colour)  

Rose Gold, Denim, Caramel, Sand, Diamond
Blonde Sealer 500ml, 5VOL Activator 1L 

Colour Chart, Instruction Manual
packed in a presentation box

Saving £22.20 off salon RSP.

(medium kit) 

PLATINUM BOX
(code OMBKITM) Kit contains:

Iconic Blonde 500g
5 x 60ml Blonde toners (1 of each colour)  
Silky Blonde 500g , Sun Light Oil 500ml 
Blonde Sealer 500ml, 5VOL Activator 1L

Colour Chart, Instruction Manual
packed in a presentation box

Saving £26.10 off salon RSP.

(large kit) 

BOMBSHELL BOX
(code OMBKITL) Kit contains:

2 x Iconic Blonde 500g
10 x 60ml Blonde toners (2 of each colour)

Dely Blonde 500g, Silky Blonde 500g 
Sun Light Oil 500ml, Blonde Sealer, 500ml 5VOL 

Activator 1L, Colour Chart, Instruction Manual, POS 
material all packed in a presentation box

Saving £38.75 off salon RSP.
Swap one of your Iconic Bleach for a Clay Bleach
to give you all of the range at no additional cost

‘BOMBSHELL BOX 2’

VARIETY BOX
(code OMBKITV) Kit contains:

Keep it simple - one of every lightening and 
toning product. Free Colour Chart, Instruction 

Manual packed in a presentation box

Saving £40.00 off salon RSP



frequent use - effective results - pleasant fragrances

Pomegranate

For coloured & treated 
hair.  Benefits: Colour 
Protection / Anti-Ox-
idant / Hydration / 
Softness

Cotton 
Extract

SHAMPOO ONLY for
fine and thin hair.
Benefits: Full-bodied 
hair / Shine / Hydration 
/ Softness

Argan Oil

For for damaged hair
Benefits: Hydration / 
Nourishment / Shine / 
resilience

Aloe Vera

For dry hair.  Bene-
fits: Hydration /Elas-
ticity / Nourishment 
/ Shine

Pack One
Any 4 Shampoo (in 5 litres)
4 x 5L Professional Line shampoo with 
pumps.

Saving £19.80 off salon RSP
KIT OFFER

£56.00
Plus VAT

Pack Two 
Any 4 Shampoo (in 1 litres)
4 x 1L Professional Line shampoo with 
pumps.

Saving £9.80 off salon RSP
KIT OFFER

£26.00
Plus VAT

Pack Three 
Any 3 Conditioner (in 5 litres)
3 x 5L Professional Line conditioner with 
pumps.

Saving £18.75 off salon RSP
KIT OFFER

£49.50
Plus VAT

Pack Four 
Any 3 Conditioner (in 1 litres)
3 x 1L Professional Line Conditioner with 
pumps.

Saving £8.10 off salon RSP
KIT OFFER
£21.75
Plus VAT



HYDRA SHAMPOO
HYDRA MASK
AMPLIFICO HYDRA MASK 
Nourishing shampoo,
conditioner and treatment 
for dry hair

REVITA SHAMPOO
REVITA MASK
AMPLIFICO REVITA MASK 
Restoring Shampoo, 
conditioner and treatment 
for very damaged hair

VOLUME SHAMPOO / 
VOLUME CONDITIONER 
Volumising shampoo and 
conditioner mousse for 
thin hair

A solution for the most common hair concerns.  Whether it’s DRY hair, DAMAGED hair or 
THIN hair, the new Wondhairful range has the solution. 

VEGAN / SLES FREE / PARABEN FREE / DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED / MADE IN ITALY

Colour longevity - Anti-pollution - Long lasting - Sustainable

DEFENDO / CRYSTAL OIL 
Heat protector and illumi-
nating silky oil

RETAIL PACK
Retail display takes one of every 
retail product and is FREE with 
a mixed order of the complete 
range of retail products 10 items.

Saving £22.80
off salon RSP

Merchandising kit includes, tent card, large crowner display 
and double sided three part hanging poster.  Merchadising 
kit FREE with £50 spend on range. 

HYDRA PACK
1 L Shampoo & Conditioner
250ml Shampoo/ 200ml 
Mask.  6 x 20ml Amplifico

Saving £13.95
off salon RSP

KIT OFFER
£49.00

Plus VAT

REVITA PACK
1 L Shampoo & Conditioner
250ml Shampoo/ 200ml 
Mask. 6 x 20ml Amplifico

Saving £13.95
off salon RSP

KIT OFFER
£47.00

Plus VAT

VOLUME PACK
1 L Shampoo
250ml Shampoo/ 220ml 
Mask.

Saving £7.95
off salon RSP

KIT OFFER
£27.00

Plus VAT

STYLING PACK
150ml Defendo Heat 
Protector and 50ml Crystal Oil 
light drops.

Saving £5.45
off salon RSP

KIT OFFER
£21.00

Plus VAT

KIT OFFER
£80.00

Plus VAT



Online Education
We are continuing to offer our Zoom Education 
programme online. We are adding to the programme 
all the time, but at the the time of writing the following 
opportunities are available: - 

All about Ash (featuring the new Intense Ash CC’s)
Ash blondes, silvers and cool brunettes are still very 
much on trend.  We will talk you through the 
techniques and shades from Aquarely, Colorly and 
Delyton to create these stunning looks on your clients. 
Learn how to identify the underlying pigments in the 
hair and which shades to select to achieve cool toned 
looks. Featuring the Intense ash range from Aquarely 
which is specifically designed with blue pigments to 
counteract warmth.  

We will also be discussing the trend for natural greys, 
how to transition clients with grey blending and how 
to create low maintenance looks, while keeping them 
as colour clients. It is also a chance to see some of 
the ways you can provide toning services for these 
clients and how to introduce IT&LY retail products. 

Blonde Ambition. Oh My Blonde - Blonde Specialist 
Oh My Blonde is your complete blonding system 
with 5 lighteners, toners and at home aftercare. 
Our senior educator will talk you though the range 
and how to build E-plex into your blonding services.   
Which lightener will be right for freehand, foils, on 
scalp and the different blonding services in the salon.  
How to tone and the best formulas to create icy or 
creamy blondes. We will also talk through the blonde 
shades and tones from other IT&LY ranges (Aquarely, 
Delyton and Colorly).  It is your chance to ask questions 
and resolve any challenges you’ve had with creating 
blondes for your clients. Don’t be shy! We are here to 
help.



How to Book 
Booking couldn’t be easier! Just pop along to our website and 
select the sessions you wish to attend and add on your contact 
details. You will receive your ZOOM  login details via email. 
www.italyhairbeauty.com/colour-education/

Colour Cocktail 
Focussing on incorporating Blossom and Riflessi with 
our permanent range to get the latest fashion tones.  
A must for those that want to be able to create wild 
shades and retail their services to the client interested 
in VIVID results.

Get acquainted with Aquarely
118 shades of brilliant colour options, but which shade 
to reach for and when? Learn how the range can fit 
into your business and how to achieve the results 
for you clients. Get perfect grey coverage, neutralise 
warm tones and create beautiful icy blondes. Salon 
owner or freelancer, master the fundamentals to unlock 
creative freedom. 

Customised colour with COLORLY 2020
Colorly 2020 is our most advanced formulation and 
offers the most light reflection in a cream formula. Our 
head educator will walk you through the colour chart 
from the latest fiery reds, chocolate brunettes and latest 
series; the pearl range perfect for creating those 
opalescent blonde tones. 

Delyton Advance 
This is a session dedicated to get the most from our 
ammonia free tone-on-tone range.  

Date with Disaster 
Very much a trouble shooting session - our educator 
will talk your through some common dreaded sights 
that might walk through your salon door. How to 
tackle grown out roots, banding, brassy tones and 
that client that has been playing box colour roulette 
and never won, but now wishes to have the perfect 
beachy balayage!  How to deal with a less-than-perfect 
scenario and come out looking like a colour hero! 

Hair by Samantha 
Briscoe

Hair by Dani 
Flynn

Hair by Sam J 
Flowers



It&ly Hairfashion is committed to creating an eco-friendly 
corporate environment as well as the use of emerging green 
technologies in the safe production of its extensive line of 
environmentally friendly products.

FOR A BETTER WORLD 


